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PREFACE 
Volume II contains all thesis figures. Maps of the study area are 
presented at a scale of 1:1 000 000, conventionally orientated 
0 	 0 0 	 0 and bounded by latitudes 56 and 58 N; longitudes 2 W and 0 
The coastline of the Scottish mainland is shown where it 
enters the north-west of the study area. Exceptions are map 
figures 1.1 and 8.1 which are not drawn to scale. 
Where a rectangular boundary is shown outside the study area, 
for example Fig. 4.2, this relates to the orthogonal Universal 
Transverse Mercator (UTM) co-ordinate system. The south-west 
corner of the rectangle lies at 550 000 metres east, 6 200 000 
metres north and the north-east corner at 700 000 metres east, 
6 450 000 metres north in UTN zone 6 °W. 
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FIGURE 1.1 
STUDY AREA: the study area is a portion 
of the central North Sea lying between 
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SHIPEK GRAB: the semi-cylindrical sample 
bucket and contained sample are being 













NAVIGATIONAL PRECISION: the radius of 
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FIGURE 2.3 
NAVIGATIONAL PRECISION: Sample station 
position circles at 68 confidence level. 
wo 
Radius of circle) metres) 
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SAMPLING INADEQUACY: the envelope of total 
sample weights for all sample stations 
prefaced "SF" shows an insufficient weight 
of sample has been obtained to obtain 
statistically representative quantities of 
gravel grade sediment. 
Grain Size (phi) 







Envelope of values 







"R" MODE DENDROGRAN: the natural relation-
ships between the variables supports the 
use of the classes "gravel", "sand" and 
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FIGURE 3.1 
BATHYNETRY OF THE STUDY AREA: the area of 
high relief in the west is the moraine and 
channel system described by Thomson and Eden 
(1977). The figure is bounded by latitudes 
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FIGURE 3.2 
BATHYNETRIC LINEAR TREND SURFACE 
KEY 
Trend contour 
value (m) 	F_90_ 

FIGURE 3.3 
TOPOGRAPHIC ANOMALIES: departures from the 
linear trend surface revealed by subtracting 
it from the bathymetry of the study area. 
Positive anomalies 
greater than +lOm 
Negative anomalies 	---- 
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FIGURE 4.1 
SUPERFICIAL SEDINENT UNIT: superficial 
sediments (uppermost unit) commonly overly 
a gravel lag developed on glacial sediments. 










SAMPLE STATION DISTRIBUTION: densest sample 
station coverage generally corresponds with 
areas of greatest variation in sedimentological 
properties. 
FRO 
Sample station 	S 
FIGURE 4,3 
THICKNESS OF SUPERFICIAL SEDIMENT UNIT: 
frequency analysis shows that almost 50% 
of sample stations have a superficial 
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FIGURE 4.4 
THICKNESS OF SUPERFICIAL SEDIMENT COVER: localised 
controls of sediment thickness are indicated, with 
the thickest sediment cover tending to occur in 
topographic lows and the thinnest on topographic 
highs. A regional control is also indicated, with 
sediment cover thickening towards the north and east. 
1 14 W4 

















SEDINENT COLOUR: the distribution of the three 
colour groups is broadly correlated with water depth. 
Group 1 ("yellow") occurs in shallow waters, group 2 
("grey") at intermediate depths and group 3 ("green") 
in the deepest water. 
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FIGURE 4.6 
GRAVEL (TOTAL) DISTRIBUTION: all gravel components 
are correlated areas of positive relief. 
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<15  





GRAVEL (LITHIC) DISTRIBUTION: this distribution 
is similar to that of total gravel (Fig. 4.6) but 






GRAVEL (CARBONATE) DISTRIBUTION: this distribution 
is more confined than that of lithic gravel (Fig. 4.7). 
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SAND (TOTAL) DISTRIBUTION: this fraction is the 
most frequently encountered. Approximately 70% of 





SAND (CARBONATE) DISTRIBUTION: areas with greater 
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MUD DISTRIBUTION: this fraction is a minor 
constituent of most samples and only occurs in 
significant quantities in the deeps found in the 









SUPERFICIAL SEDIMENT DISTRIBUTION (FOLK CLASSIFICATION): 
the largest single class mapped is slightly gravelly 
sand illustrating the dominance of sandy sediments in 
the study area. 
KEY 
This diagram is not to scale 
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FIGURE 4.13 
SUPERFICIAL SEDIMENT DISTRIBUTION (FOLK CLASSIFICATION - 
LITHIC COMPONENT): the effect of biogenic carbonate 
on the classification is removed, resulting in a fining 
of the grades mapped. 
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Folk Triangle 
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RATIO OF CARBONATE GRAVEL TO TOTAL GRAVEL: this 
reveals the proportion of the gravel fraction which 
is biogenic carbonate. 
KEY 
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FIGURE 4.15 
RATIO OF CARBONATE SAND TO TOTAL SAND: this 
reveals the proportion of the sand fraction which 
is biogenic carbonate. 
RATIO (%) 
<20 





RATIO OF MUD CARBONATE TO TOTAL MUD: this 
reveals the proportion of the mud fraction 
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FIGURE 4.17 
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TOTAL SAMPLE SORTING DISTRIBUTION 
KEY 
Sorting value 
(Phi deviation) 	1.5 
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GRAVEL (CARBONATE) SORTING DISTRIBUTION. 
KEY 
Contour value 	I 
(Phi deviation) L 
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FIGURE 4.24 
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SAND (TOTAL) SORTING DISTRIBUTION. 
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Sorting value 
(Phi deviation)  
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GRAVEL (TOTAL) PERCENTAGE vs WATER DEPTH: highest 
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FIGURE 4.28 
SAND (TOTAL) PERCENTAGE vs WATER DEPTH: little 
evidence is seen of depth control on the distribution 
of sand. 
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MUD (TOTAL) PERCENTAGE vs WATER DEPTH: a tendency 
for mud content to increase with increasing water 
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FIGURE 4.30 
GRAVEL (CARBONATE) PERCENTAGE vs WATER DEPTH: 
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FIGURE 4.31 
SAND (CARBONATE) PERCENTAGE vs WATER DEPTH: two 
possible trends are seen correlating highest values 
with shallow waters and an increase in the lower 
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FIGURE 4.32 
MUD (CARBONATE) PERCENTAGE vs WATER DEPTH: no 
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FIGURE 4.33 
TOTAL SAMPLE CARBONATE PERCENTAGE vs WATER DEPTH: no 
obvious depth-related trend is seen, although the 
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FIGURE 4.34 
GRAVEL (LITHIC) PERCENTAGE vs WATER DEPTH: the 
highest values occur in the shallowest waters, 
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FIGURE 4.35 
SAND (LITHIC) PERCENTAGE vs WATER DEPTH: this plot 
is almost a mirror image of that of the sand carbonate 
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FIGURE 4.36 
MUD (LITHIC) PERCENTAGE vs WATER DEPTH: the tendency 
for an increase in sample mud content with water depth 
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FIGURE 4.37 
TOTAL SAMPLE LITHIC PERCENTAGE vs WATER DEPTH: this 
value increases with increasing water depth as a 
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FIGURE 4.38 
SAMPLE MEAN GRAIN SIZE vs WATER DEPTH: a non-
linear relationship between sample mean grain 
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GRAVEL (TOTAL) MEAN GRAIN SIZE vs WATER DEPTH: no 
clear relationship between this variable and water 
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FIGURE 4.40 
GRAVEL (CARBONATE) MEAN GRAIN SIZE vs WATER DEPTH: 
no clear relationship between this variable and water 
depth is seen. 
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GRAVEL (LITHIC) MEAN GRAIN SIZE vs WATER DEPTH: no 
clear relationship between this variable and water 
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FIGURE 4.42 
SAND (TOTAL) MEAN GRAIN SIZE vs WATER DEPTH: this 
relationship is the closest seen to a linear decrease 
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FIGURE 5.1 
TOTAL CARBONATE DISTRIBUTION: highest carbonate 
values correspond with the submarine banks. The 
20% contour corresponds approximately to the 
50-60m zone around the banks. 
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CARBONATE MEAN ROUNDNESS: the highest roundness 
values for biogenic gravel-grade carbonate 
C,F 
correspond generally with areas of highest/roundness 
values. 
KEY 
Mean Roundness Values Standard Deviation 
of Roundness Values 
)2.O 
2.0-1.5 




CARBONATE ROUNDNESS MEAN vs STANDARD DEVIATION: the 
tendency to a linear relationship suggests "dilution" 
of possibly relict, highly rounded gravel grade biogenic 
carbonate by a modern input. 
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DISTRIBUTION OF BROWN AND BLACK STAINED SHELLS: 
brown stained shells correlate generally with high 
degrees of roundness (Fig. 5.3). Black stained shells 
are more rarely encountered and generally occur on or 
around the submarine banks. 
KEY 
- 
- Areas where Brown Stained Shells form more than 40% 
of Carbonate Gravel Fraction 
• Samples with more than 10% Black Stained Shells 

FIGURE 5.5 
DISTRIBUTION OF SHELLS WITH BORINGS: these 
values are correlated with the distribution of 
brown—stained shells (Fig. 5.4). 
PERCENTAGES OF BORED SHELLS IN SAMPLES 
I <20 	 >40 
Samples with more than I 	 j 10% encrusted shells 
I_Ii°-° 
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FIGURE 5.6 
BROWN-STAINED vs BORED SHELLS: the tendency 
to a positive linear relationship suggests that 
heavily-bored biogenic carbonate may be relict. 
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BIOGENIC CARBONATE - OTHER FEATURES: miscellaneous 
features observed include algal or fungal markings 
on shells and shell fragments, the presence of 
barnacles and barnacle fragments, bryozoan encrusta-
tions and calcareous Serpulid tubes. 
KEY 
Algal or fungal 
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BROWN—STAINED BARNACLE FRAGMENTS: these fragments 
provided a radiocarbon age of 10 865 ± 160 years. 
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BROWN-STAINED ACANTHOCARDIA ECHINATA: this 
stained and abraded specimen provided a radiocarbon 
age of 6 370 ± 160 radiocarbon years. 
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FIGURE 5.10 
RELATIONSHIP OF SAMPLE RADIOCARBON DATES TO POST-
GLACIAL RISE IN SEA LEVEL: all samples lie below 
the position corresponding to their radiocarbon age, 
although strict comparison with the sea level 


















"Q" MODE CLUSTER DENDROGRAN: the ten clusters 
identified are associated with three basic 
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FIGURE 6.2 
CLUSTER SIZE-FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION CURVES AND FACIES 
STATISTICS: following analysis of the curves and 
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GRAIN SIZE (PHI units) 
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FIGURE 6.3 
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FIGURE 6.4 
CLUSTER AND FACIES SAND FRACTION MEAN GRAIN SIZE 
vs WATER DEPTH. 
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FIGURE 6.5 
CLUSTER AND FACIES MEAN MUD CONTENT vs WATER DEPTH. 
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FIGURE 6.6 
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FIGURE 6.7 
FACIES DISTRIBUTION: the apparently complex pattern 
becomes more systematic when considered in conjunction 
with the bathymetry of the area (Fig. 3.1). 
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HJULSTROM DIAGRAM: an indication of levels of 
hydraulic activity in the sedimentary environment 
is obtained by interpolating calculated mean grain 













PARTICLE DIAMETER (phi) 
	
Hjulstrom (1935) 	 I 
- - - - Sundborg (1956) 	 Redrawn from Friedman and Sanders(1 978) 
Minimum Suspension Curve 
-. - -. - Minimum Traction Curve 
FIGURE 6.9 
CRITICAL EROSION AND TRANSPORT VELOCITIES: the 
plotted ranges of values reveals a lack of 
differentiation among the finer-grained facies. 
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FIGURE 7.1 
SAMPLE STATIONS - PETROGRAPHIC ANALYSES: a 
sub-set of 32 samples (7.5% of the total) was 
selected for analysis. Their positions and 
identity are indicated on the figure by crosses 
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PETROGRAPHIC CLASSIFICATION: the majority of 
samples analysed are classified as subarkose 
or sublith-arenite. Only three are classified 
as lithic arenites. 
QUARTZ 
I-LUSF'AH 	 ROCK FRAGMENT 
FIGURE 7.3 
QUARTZ PERCENTAGE vs SAND MEAN GRAIN SIZE: 
the increase in quartz content with decreasing 
grain size may reflect the mechanical and 
chemical stability of the sample constituents 
and the effects of transportational sorting. 
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POLYCRYSTALLINE QUARTZ PERCENTAGE vs SAND MEAN 
GRAIN SIZE: the decrease in polycrystalline 
quartz content with decreasing grain size appears 
to reflect its lack of mechanical stability 
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FIGURE 7.5 
FELDSPAR PERCENTAGE vs SAND MEAN GRAIN SIZE: 
the initial increase in feldspar content may 
be the result of the disintegration of feldspathic 
rock fragments during transport. The subsequent 
decrease probably reflects the rise in content 
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FIGURE 7.6 
ROCK FRAGMENTS PERCENTAGE vs SAND MEAN GRAIN 
SIZE: the decline in content of rock fragments 
with decreasing grain size is probably the 
result of mechanical instability because of 
their polycrystalline nature. 
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FIGURE 7.7 
GRAIN SIZE INFLUENCE ON PETROGRAPHIC CLASSIFI-
CATIONS: superimposition of the mean grain size 
of the sands analysed on the petrographic 
classifications made suggests that any trend to 
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FIGURE 8.1 
RESIDUAL CURRENT PATHS: in the north—east of 
the study area the Fair Isle residual current is 
a stable feature during the months of May to 
December. Elsewhere, residual water movements 
are considered to be entirely wind driven in a 
complex and variable manner (after Dooley, 1974; 
Ramster and others, 1975). 
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Water movement entirely 
wind driven in a complex manner 
STUDY AREA 
FIGURE 8.2 
MAXIMUM TIDAL CURRENTS: the values illustrated 
are for surface current velocities at mean 
spring tides. Current direction is parallel to 
the isotachs. The area of minimum critical 
erosion velocity is derived from depth/mean 
velocity calculations (after Deeming, 1978). 
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ANNUAL PROBABILITY (1% LEVEL) OF EXCEEDING 
CRITICAL EROSION VELOCITIES: the current 
velocities predicted from Draper (1967, Fig. 3) 
have been converted to sediment erosion and 
transport velocieits. They illustrate the range 
of possible sediment movement with regard to 
both water depths and sediment grade since 
erosion and transport are both possible to 
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DEPTH-RELATED EFFECTS OF A FORCE 10 STORM: 
the current velocities predicted by Ewing (1973) 
were used to derive the probable effects of 
storm-wave induced oscillatory currents 
within the study area. Erosion and/or transport 
are considered possible in the size grades to 

































































































































































































SEDIMENT TRANSPORT POTENTIAL IN AN ENVIRONMENT 
DOMINATED BY OSCILLATORY CURRENTS: the presence 
of a unidirectional residual current can cause 
a net sediment transport, with a scale ranging 
over several orders of magnitude, which is 
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GRAVEL (TOTAL) MEAN SIZE TREND SURFACE AND 
DISPERSION PATHS: this sixth degree surface 




value (Phi) 	E1.5_1 
Dispersion path 
(well defined)  
Dispersion path 
(poorly defined) 	..# 

FIGURE 9.2 
GRAVEL (TOTAL) MEAN SIZE TREND SURFACE (RESTRICTED) 
AND DISPERSION PATHS: restricting the analysis 
to the western half of the study area improves the 
fit of the sixth degree surface to 13.1% of sums 
of squares of the data. 
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Trend contour 







GRAVEL (LITHIC) MEAN SIZE TREND SURFACE AND 
DISPERSION PATHS: the sixth degree surface 
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FIGURE 9.4 
GRAVEL (LITHIC) MEAN SIZE TREND SURFACE (RESTRICTED) 
AND DISPERSION PATHS: restricting the analysis 
to the western half of the study area and a fifth 
degree surface improves the degree of £ it to 










GRAVEL (CARBONATE) MEAN SIZE TREND SURFACE AND 
DISPERSION PATHS: the sixth degree surface 
accounts for 19.5% of sums of squares. 
1 14 WA 
Trend Contour 
value (Phi)  
Dispersion path 
(well defined) 
Dispersion path 	I 
(poorly defined) - 

FIGURE 9.6 
GRAVEL (CARBONATE) MEAN SIZE TREND SURFACE 
(RESTRICTED) AND DISPERSION PATHS: restricting 
the analysis to the western half of the study 
area improves the degree of fit to 21.7% of 
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FIGURE 9.7 
SAND (TOTAL) MEAN SIZE TREND SURFACE AND 
DISPERSION PATHS: the sixth degree surface 







(poorly defined)  

FIGURE 9.8 
SAND (TOTAL) MEAN SIZE TREND SURFACE (RESTRICTED) 
AND DISPERSION PATHS: restricting the analysis 
to the eastern half of the study area decreases 
the degree of fit to 40.2 of the sums of squares. 
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FIGURE 9.9 
SAND (TOTAL) MEAN SIZE TREND SURFACE (RESTRICTED) 
AND DISPERSION PATHS: restricting the analysis 
to the part of the study area east of the 
moraine and channel complex improves the degree 










SAND CARBONATE PERCENT TREND SURFACE AND DISPERSION 
PATHS: the sixth degree surface accounts for 







SEDIMENT DISPERSION PATHS: the paths derived 
by trend-surface analysis of the sample 
textural data show a dominance of north-south 
oriented sediment dispersion. 
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SAND RIBBONS: these features are aligned parallel 
to the direction of sediment transport. The 
position and orientation of the record is indicated 











(KELVIN-HUGHES MS47 SIDE-SCAN SONAR RECORD) 
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FIGURE 10.2 
LINEATIONS: these features are aligned parallel 
to the direction of sediment transport. The position 
and orientation of the record is indicated by the 






LINEATION-COARSE BED EMERGING THROUGH THIN SAND COVER 
(KELVIN-HUGHES MS47 SIDE-SCAN SONAR RECORD) 
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FIGURE 10.3 
MEGARIPPLES: sediment transport is at right 
angles to the crests of these features. The 
position and orientation of the record is 
indicated by the red bar on the location map. 
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MEGARPPLES-WAVELENGTH 20m (approx) 
(KELVIN-HUGHES MS47 SIDE-SCAN SONAR RECORD) 
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MEDIUM SAND-WAVES: sediment transport is at 
right angles to the crests of these features. 
The position and orientation of the record is 
indicated by the red bar on the location map. 
LOCATION MAP 
MEDIUM SAN DWAVES —WAVELENGTH 32m (approx) 
(KELVIN-HUGHES MS47 SIDE-SCAN SONAR RECORD) 
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FIGURE 10.5 
LARGE SAND-WAVES: sediment transport is at right 
angles to the crests of these features in the 
direction of the steepest slopes. The position 
and orientation of the record is indicated by the 
red bar on the location map. 
LARGE SAN DWAVES—WAVELENGTH 200m (approx) 
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FIGURE 10.6 
BEDLOAD CONVERGENCE: the profile of the sand-waves 
reveals a convergent asymmetry indicating sediment 
transport towards the convergence zone from both 
the south-south-west and the north-north-east. 
The position and orientation of the record is 
indicated by the red bar on the location map. 
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SEDIMENT TRANSPORT PATHS: the trend lines for 
sediment transport derived from geophysical data 
show a dominant north-south alignment. They agree 
well with the sediment dispersion paths obtained 
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ANOMALOUS LARGE SAND-WAVES: their magnitude in relation 
to their location and the known maximum strengths of 
tidal currents in that area renders these features 
anomalous. The position and orientation of the records 
is indicated by the red bars on the location map. 
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MODAL ANALYSES - "Q" MODE CLUSTERS: the clusters 
are interpreted as representing sediments deposited 
in environments where hydraulic activity levels 
vary from high (cluster 1) through intermediate 
(cluster 2) to low (cluster 3). 
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FIGURE 11.8 
MODAL ANALYSES - GLAUCONITE 
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INFLUENCE OF RELATIVE TOPOGRAPHY ON SEDIMENTARY 
PROCESSES: the distribution of bedform features 
in the area can be explained by a simple model. 
Positive residuals (see Fig. 3.3) correspond with 
erosional zones and negative residuals with 
depositional zones. The linear trend correlates 










SEDIMENTATION MODEL: the vertical relationships between 
the zones identified in Fig. 12.1 are represented as deviations 
of the seabed about the linear bathymetric trend (regional 
slope) and are correlated with the depth-related distributions 
of the facies identified. The vertical relationships between 
the facies boundaries is expected to be subject to temporal 
variations which will depend on the duration, intensity and 
frequence of storm-related singular events. These vertical 
changes may cause significant alteration to the areal 
distributions of the facies. 
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